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A b stra ct
In this thesis we study the control of two link light weight elastic manipulator in the
presence of uncertainty. The control of flexible robotic arm with uncertainty such as variable
payload, joint angle frictional torque etc., is an interesting and important problem. The
equation of motion of robotic systems are highly n on lin ear and coupled. The design of
controllers for rigid manipulators behave poorly in the presence of structural flexibility.
Hence it becomes necessary to design control systems which include the interaction of the
rigid and elastic modes.
Here we consider control of joint angles and stabilization of the flexible modes caused by
the manuever of robotic arm by two methods. These are : (i) Variable Structure control
and (ii) Nonlinear Ultimate Boundedness control. The Variable Structure control which is a
discontinuous control, is evolved in two phases, namely the “reaching phase” and the “sliding
phase” . Nonlinear Ultimate Boundedness control is a continuous control wherein the joint
angle tracking error is uniformly ultimately bounded in the closed-loop system.
Analytical derivations of these two schemes are presented in this thesis for the control
of two-link flexible arm and feedback stabilizers are designed for each scheme based on the
linear models using pole assignment technique to dampen the elastic oscillations of the links.
A control logic is included which switches the stabilizer when the joint angle trajectory enters

a specified neighborhood of the terminal state.
Extensive simulations were carried out for several conditions of uncertainty and the results
are presented. The results of implementation of variable structure joint angle control of a
single-link arm using a digital signal processor is also presented at the end.
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C h ap ter 1
In tro d u ctio n
The design of light weight robotic arm is of current interest, and is attracting the attention
of many researchers. Such manipulators are energy efficient and achieve high performance
compared to manipulators with rigid links. Light weight robot structures are also desirable
for space applications. However, lighter member of robot arms are more likely to elasti
cally deform while manuever which yields dynamic deflection. This elastic vibration persists
for a period of time after a move is completed. The settling time required for this resid
ual vibration delays subsequent operations, thus conflicting with the demand for increased
productivity. Furthermore the static deflection due to varying payload causes inaccuracies
in positioning. These conflicting requirements between high speed and high accuracy have
rendered a challenging research problem. For high speed maneuver, mechanism should be
made light weight to reduce the driving torque requirements and to enable the robot arm
to respond faster. Hence it is necessary to obtain an accurate dynamic model of a flexible
1

structure, with all the coupling terms between the flexible and rigid body motions need to
be retained. In this thesis a detailed model of two link flexible robot was developed on the
basis of the work done by Maizza-Neto [1] before the development of control schemes.
The controllers of industrial manipulators are designed on the assumption that the links
are rigid. However, controllers designed for rigid robotic systems perform poorly in the
presence of structural flexibility, and it becomes necessary to design control systems which
include the interaction of the rigid and elastic modes. Such a design is complicated due to the
presence of uncertainty (such as variable payload, joint frictional torques,etc) in the system.
The equations of motion of robotic systems are highly nonlinear and coupled, and this further
t

complicates the design problem. Hence a sophisticated controller design is needed to ensure
the desired performance of the robot.
For the last few years, research effort has been made to design control systems for robotic
systems which have flexible links. Based on linearized models, several control systems have
been designed. Ref. [1-8] lists the work carried out in the control of flexible robot on the
basis of linearized model. In these work it was assumed th at all the states are available
for the closed loop control system. This includes the flexible motion in the control action,
thus achieving positional accuracy with the existing joint torquer. However in practical
situation, not all states would be available for closed loop feed back control. Since the above
system does not take in to account the nonlinearities of the dynamic model the design of
controller is an approximation and hence the performance is not accurate. Based on nonlinear
inversion and stabilization, nonlinear control systems for elastic robotic systems have been
2

presented in [13-15]. This work takes in to account the stabilization of flexible motion and
static deflections with the feedback of elastic states. This concept gives the control system
designer more capabilities to improve the robot arm with additional force actuators at the
tip of the flexible link.
A singular perturbation strategy has been used to design controllers based on the seperation of slow and fast modes [16-18]. In singular perturbation strategy the fast state variables
are the elastic forces and their time derivatives. In this way two reduced order systems are
identified ; a slow subsystem that of rigid manipulator and a fast subsystem that of elastic
forces. Hence a slow control is designed for rigid manipulator and a fast control is designed
for the elastic motion.
A n onlinea r controller for large uncertainty has been designed in [19]. Experimental
results related to control of flexible arm have also been reported in literature [9-12]. All of
these experiments were carried out for a single flexible link manipulators in the horizontal
plane to avoid gravitational effect.
In this thesis, we present nonlinear control systems based on the variable structure system
(VSS) and ultimate boundedness control (UBC) which accomplish asymptotic decoupled
joint angle trajectory tracking. Once the trajectory reaches the neighborhood of terminal
joint angles, a stabilizer using pole placement which is designed on the linearized model
about the terminal state is closed to control the elastic oscillations of the links. Extensive
simulations were carried out with varying payload and joint mass inertia and the results
show that the controllers exhibit robustness toward payload uncertainties.

C h ap ter 2
M a th em a tica l M o d el and P ro b lem
form u lation
2.1

T h e P h y sic a l M o d el

The schematic of the general physical system is shown in Figure 1. The system is composed
of two flexible links connected by a frictionless pinned joint. One end of the first link is
attached to the origin of a reference frame and the other end is attached to the second link.
The links are assumed to have planar motion and the relative motion of the two links result
from torques applied at each joint of the link. In this figure, O X Y is an inertial frame with
origin at joint 1, OX{Y\ is a reference frame with axis X \ tangent to link 1 at O, and O2 X 2 Y2
is a reference frame with origin at joint 2 with its axis X 2 tangent to link 2 at point O2 .
The axis O X points vertically down. Figure shows arm lying along

0 0 2 0

p in a deformed

position. However, if they were rigid, the arm would lie along OO 1 O3 . Let 0i,
angles of this hypothetical rigid arm.

4
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be the joint

2.2

E q u a tio n o f M o tio n

In order to write the equation of motion of the proposed system, we make use of the so called
assume-mode method (cantilever). Based on this method the elastic deflection of the arm is
denoted as <5i(/i,i) for link 1 at a distance l\ from 0 \ along OX\ and £2 (^2 , 0 for link 2 at
distance /2 from 0 2. These elastic deflections can be represented as

« i(M ) = X > i( 'i) w M

(2-i)

t= l

62( h , t )

= y i <t>2i(h)P2i(t)
i =1

where <f>u and <f>2 i-, i = l,...,n , are appropriately chosen basis functions; pkj, k = 1,2;
j =

are the generalized coordinates; and n denotes the number of elastic modes

retained in this representation.
In this study, it is assumed that longitudinal and torsional deformations are negligi
ble. The mode shapes <f>ij (admissible functions) are assumed to be the eigenfunctions of
a clamped-free beam. This is a reasonable choice of admissible functions as indicated in
[1,2,3,10].
The equations of motion are derived using Lagrangian approach, which requires the
computation of kinetic energy, K , and the potential energy, P , of the arm. For this arm, P
is the sum of gravitational potential energy and the strain energy of the elastic links. Let the
vector of generalized coordinates be q = (9\, 62, qn,

0

=

—, ? i n , 921, — , ? 2 n )T , G

H*0, n 0 = (2n + 2).

(9\,02)t and p = (911, . - , 9i n , 921, - , 9 2 n ) T (Here T denotes transposition). Then the

5

Then the nonlinear equations of motion are given by
J t (dK/dqi) - (dK/dqi) + (dP/dqi) = B xu

(2.2)

where u = (u i,u 2)r € R 2 is the vector of joint torques, <?,• is the ith component of q and
= [J2 X 2 : 02x2n]r where I and 0 denote identity and null matrices of indicated dimensions.
A complete derivation of the equations of motion of this arm is given in [1].

2.3

P ro b lem form u lation

We formulate the idea of controlling the links by finding the forces of torques that must be
applied on the manipulator joints in order to move the links from its present position to the
desired position.
For the links, the kinetic energy takes the form K = (qTM(q)q/2), where the inertia
m atrix M(q) is a positive definite symmetric matrix of dimension n 0 x n0 and is a nonlinear
function of q. Then (2.2)gives,

M{q)q + h0 (q, q) + (dP(q)/dq) = B xu

where
ho(q,q) = M q ~ (1/2)d(qTMq)/dq

_

M n M 12
M 2 1 M 22

Here M u is a 2 x 2 matrix.

6

(2.3)

Defining the state vector x = (qT,qT)T G fi2n°, one can easily write (2.2) in a state
variable form
x = A(x) + B(x)u

(2.4)

where
A{x) =

M - ' ( q ) [ - h 0(q,q) ~ (dP(q)/dq)]

We assume that (x,t) 6 X[0, oo) where X is a bounded open set in R 2n°. We are interested
in deriving a control law such th at in the closed-loop system the joint angles 0,(f), follow
given reference joint angle trajectories, 9d(t),i = 1»2, and the elastic oscillations caused
by the manuever of the arm are stabilized. It is assumed that the reference trajectory
9c(t) = (0 cl (t),dd2 (t))T gives a desired path in the work spaee.
Let 9{t) =

6

{t) — 0c(t), 0 = {0i,9i)T be the joint angle tracking error vector. Thus, (2)

gives
~(t)
6
= I M g M - % ,$] + D n (q)u - 9c(t)

(2.5)

where
D = [D?,DZ]t = M ~ \ D X= [Du : D12],h = h0 + (d P /d q).
We note that Dn(q) is a 2 x 2 positive definite symmetric matrix.
In the next twochapters, we shall derive a control law based on variable struture and
ultimate boundedness control theories such that 9(t) —►0, as i —»oo

7

C h ap ter 3
V ariable S tru ctu re C on trol
3.1

In tro d u ctio n

A discontinuous joint angle control law, based on variable structure system theory, is designed
which accomplishes asymptotic decoupled joint angle trajectory tracking. In the closed-loop
system, the trajectories are attracted towards a chosen hypersurface in the state space and
then slide along it. Although, joint angles axe controlled using variable structure control
(VSC) law, the flexible modes of the links axe excited. Based on a linearized model about
the terminal state, a stabilizer is designed using pole assignment technique to control the
elastic oscillations of the links. A control logic is included which switches the stabilizer at
the instant when the joint angle trajectory enters a specified neighborhood of the terminal
state. Simulation results are presented to show that in the closed- loop system, accurate joint
angle trajectory tracking and elastic mode stabilization are accomplished in the presence of
payload uncertainty.
There are several studies related to control of rigid manipulators based on variable struc
ture system (VSS) theory [20-28]. Using VSS theory, a discontinuous control law is obtained

which switches when the trajectory crosses a certain chosen hypersurface in the state space.
The motion of the closed-loop system evolves in two phases. The first phase is the “reaching
phase” in which the trajectory reaches the switching surface from any arbitrary initial condi
tion. In the second phase, the motion is confined to the switching surface and the trajectory
slides on this surface. This is termed as “sliding phase”. Interestingly, the “sliding phase”
is insensitive to uncertainty in the system. In view of the insensitivity of the controller to
parameter changes, it is useful to extend the design approach using variable structure theory
to elastic robotic systems.
In this chapter we present a design approach for the control of robotic systems with
two elastic links based on VSS theory and stabilization using pole assignment. This design
approach is motivated by a simple observation that the nonlinearity in the dynamics of an
elastic robotic system is esssentially due to the rigid modes (joint angles), and as the time
derivatives of the rigid modes vanish, the remaining motion is only due to elasticity and this
is described by linear differential equations [15].
Based on VSS theory, a discontinuous control system is designed for the control of joint
angles. This controller accomplishes asymptotic joint angle trajectory tracking in the closedloop system in spite of payload uncertainty. A switching surface is chosen which is a function
of the joint angle tracking error, its derivative and integral of the tracking error. Although,
this integral term has not been used in [25-27], it is seen here that an improved performance
is obtained when the integral term is included in the switching function. Although, the VSC
law accomplishes joint angle control, it excites the elastic modes. However, interestingly, in

the closed-loop system the elastic modes are asymptotically decoupled from the rigid modes.
Exploiting the asymptotic linear behavior of the closed-loop system, a stabilizer is designed
using pole assignment technique for regulating the trajectory to the terminal state. In the
closed-loop system, the trajectory control is achieved in two phases. In the first phase, only
the VSC law is used. As the joint angle variables enter a specified neighborhood of the
terminal state, a switching logic closes the stabilizer-loop, and thus in the second phase, the
trajectory is controlled by the combined action of the joint angle controller and the elastic
mode stabilizer.
In the next section, we shall derive a control law u v based on VSS theory such that
0

{t) —» 0, as t —* oo.

3.2

J o in t A n g le C on tro l D esig n

Define
z = = (0T j r f

(31)

Let p = (p ii,...,p,„;p 2 i,...,P 2 n)T- For the design of VSS with discontinuous control, it is
essential to choose

a hypersurface (switching surface) in z-spacefor the control function

to have discontinuity, and to obtain a control law such that the trajectories of the system
beginning from any initial condition are attracted towards this surface. The discontinuity
surface is chosen of the form

S ( z , Z 9 ) = § + 2C ' U n e d + U&zs

10

(3.2)

where S = ( s i,s 2)T,Ce >

0

,ujne > 0, andza = (zai , z a2)T is the integral of the tracking error

satisfying,
k, = e

(3 .3 )

In VSS, the motion in the “sliding phase” is confined to the switching surface, i.e.,
S ( z , z a) = 0. Differentiating S and using (3.3) gives,

S = Q+ 2Ceo>„e0 +

= 0

(3.4)

We observe from (3.4), th at the motion of the system is insensitive to parameter uncertainty
during the sliding phase. Since the system (3.4) is asymptotically stable; 0{t) —* 0 as t —►oo,
during the “sliding phase”.
Now the remaining design problem in VSS is to choose u such that the trajectories of
the system beginning from any initial condition move towards the switching surface. For
the derivation of the control law, we use the Lyapunov approach and choose a Lyapunov
function
V(a)

= h| + hi

(3-5)

as suggested in[26]. We notice that the function V has discontinuity on the surface S = 0,
and its gradient, VV, is not defined on S = 0, which forms a set of Lebesgue measure zero.
The derivative of V(S) along the trajectory of the system (2.5) is given by,
V (S(t)) = f s

for all £ 6 dV, the generalized gradient of V ( See [26] for a discussion).
11

(3.6)

To this end, it- is assumed that,
Dn(q) = Dl 1 (q) + A D n (q )

(3.7)

Di(q)h(q,q) = (I);(q) + ADi(q))(h*(q,q) + A h(q,q))
= Dl(q)h*(q,q) + AF(q,q)
where, A F = D \A h + AD\{h* + Ah)] D ^ ,

and h* are known functions; and A D u ,A D i

and A h represent the uncertainty in the robot arm dynamics. Then differentiating S and
using (3.7) and (2.5) gives,
S = 2(eu > J + u>n2J - 0C- D{{q)h*(q,q) - AF(q,q) + [£>^(9 ) + A£>„(9)]u
= A*(x,t) + AA*(x) + (D*n (q) + A D n (q))u

(3.8)

where AA*(x) = —A F and
A* = 2 ( eu > J + u>2J

-

0

C- Dl(q)h*(q, 9 )

(3.9)

The control law u is chosen such that V(t) < 0 if S ^ 0. In view of (3.8), we choose u of the
form,
= (-Dn(9))-1[ -4 * ( M ) “ M sW S )}]
where k > 0 is determined later, and
S9n{5} = [syn(si), aflfn(s2)]:r
sflfn{s<} =

12

1, Si > 0
0, Si = 0
- 1 , Si < 0

(3-10)

Substituting (3.10) in (3.8) gives,
S = AA*(®) - A D u (q )D l 1 ~l (q'j(A*(x,t) + &{s0 n(£)}) - A{s9 n( 5 )}

(3.11)

For the nominal system when A D \ = 0, AA* = 0,andADu = 0 ;(3.11) gives
S = - k { s g n (S )}

(3.12)

and thus the surface S = 0 is reached in finite time from any initial condition satisfying
5^0.
To make V < 0, in the presence of uncertainty, one needs certain bounds on the uncertain
functions.
Assumption 1 : Let p(t) be bounded and, there exist functions

7 0 )7

i(*)> and

72

such that

for each x,
IIA B u M D ir'te )!! <

71M

< 70 <

||A 4 '( i ) - AZ>u (?).D;-11 (j)A , (x ,i)|| <

(3.13)

1

7 2 (1

,*)

We choose the gain k such that
k > (1 - 7 i ( x ) ) _1(e + 72(*,<)),e > 0

(3-14)

where e is some positive real number. Now we state the following result
Theorem

1:

Consider the closed-loop system (2.4),(3.3),(3.10) and (3.14).

Suppose

that for a given reference trajectory 0 C(<), the solution x(t) beginning from initial condi
tion (x(to),*o) is such that p(t),p(t), remain bounded. Then in the closed-loopsystem, S
converges to 0 in finite time and remains zero thereafter. Thus (9(t),0(t)) —¥ 0, as t —» oo.
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Proof: It can be shown following the steps of [26] that under the hypotheses of the
theorem for all S ^ 0 and almost all £ G [0, oo)
V [t) < - e

(3.15)

and the proof is completed invoking Lyapunov stability results.
It is interesting to note that in the closed-loop system, asymptotically decoupled re
sponses for §i(t) and Q-z{t) in “ sliding phase” are obtained. Although, the control law uv
asymptotically follows any given 9c(t) in spite of the presence of uncertainty in the system,
elastic modes are exdted.Thus it becomes necessary to design a stabilizer to damp the elastic
oscillation.
The control law uv is discontinuous and it is well known that synthesis of such a control
law gives rise to chattering of trajectory about the surface 5 = 0. In order to avoid the
chattering phenomenon, one uses an approximate control law which is continuous function
of state [25]. An approximate control law uva is obtained by replacing sgn(S) by sat(S) =
(sat(si), sat(s 2 )T, where
sat{s<} = «

3.3

1
Si > ei
S i/ti N < ei
—1 Si < —ei

(3.16)

S ta b ilizer D esig n

We consider th e closed loop system (2.4) with the approximate control law uva given by

«- =

- k{sat(S)})
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(3.17)

We axe interested in a stabilizer of the form
«. = ( f n W r ‘“

(3-18)

where ui is to be determined later. Thus the total control input is
u = uva + u„

(3.19)

For the design of stabilizer, we shall assume that there is no uncertainty in the system,
i.e, A A* = 0 and A D u = 0. Substituting control law (3.19) in (3.8) gives ,
S = -k{sa t(S )}+ u

(3.20)

For (v = 0, it follows from (3.20) th at S(t) —> 0, as t —> oo.
We shall assume in the following that the reference trajectory 0c{t) is such that 0c(t) —>
6

*,a desired terminal

control ti„0, Q[t)

value, 9c{t) —*•0, 0c(t) —*■0, as t —* oo.In the closed-loop system with

—* 0 * and 0 (t) —* 0,as t —*• oo and the closed-loopsystem gets asymptotically

linearized, since nonlinearity in arm dynamics is essentially due to the joint angle variables.
Thus the design of stabilizer, using linear control theory is appropriate.
We shall find it convenient to design the stabilizer in a new state space with state vector,
(A 0,5, Ap, Ap, z a), where, A9 =0 —9*,Ap=p —p*. Here p* denotes the equilibrium value of
p which is obtained by solving (q* = (^*r ,p*r )r )
dP(q*)/dP

=0

(3.21)

Linearizing (3.20) gives,
S = - ( k S / e 1) + u>
15

(3.22)

Assuming th at 0c(t) has converged to 0*, one has 0(t) = A0. Solving forA0 from (3.2) gives,
A0 = - 2 ( eu>neA0 + S - u 2 neza

(3.23)

Differentiating (3.23) and using (3.22) and (3.3) gives,
A 0 = a&(4Ce2 - 1)A0 + (-2Cew„e - (*/ei))S +
Assuming th at

0

+ u>

is small and neglecting the second order terms, one obtains from (2.3)

the following equation describing the flexible modes
M 2 1 (q*)A0 + M 2 2 (p*)Ap + PeP(q*)A0 + Pw,(g*)Ap = 0

(3.24)

where [Pjp,P gp] = d 2 P ld q d p = [d2 P/d0dp, d 2 P/dpdp], Using (3.24) gives
Ap = —M^z {q*)Ppp{q*)Ap - M £ (q* )(M 2 1 (q*)A0 + PgP{q')A0)
Define * = [A0T, S ? , A pT, ApT, zJ]T € R ^ n°+1l

(3.25)

Collecting (3.3),(3.22),(3.23)and (3.25)

gives
i = F z + Eu)

(3.26)

where

F =

hx2
—2& n e h x 2
0
—k / e i l 2x2
0
0
Fa
Fg
0
hx2

0 2 x2n
0
0
Fv
0

—0 2 x2n
0
l 2nx2n
0
0

0 2 x2
E =

hx2
04X2
~M22(q*)M2i(q*)
02X2
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—tJne^2x2
0
0
Fz
0

F ,

M21 '(? ')W i(5> ^ (4 C | - 1) + P„]

F. = M£(q')Mn{<f)(2(*u>m + (k/ei))
F, = - M £ ( q - ) P „

F, = - M ^ (q - )M 21( q ' ) K <
In this study, stabilizer is designed using pole assignment technique. For this purpose, a
proper selection of poles of the closed-loop system is desirable. It is pointed out that once
the stabilizing signal u a is superimposed on u„0, the joint angle tracking ability of the control
law u„0 is affected. However, the stabilizing signal u„ is necessary for damping the elastic
oscillation. Apparently, the signal u, should be of small magnitude so th at the tracking
ability of uva is not adversely affected, at the same time, it should be of sufficient magnitude
so th at rapid damping of elastic oscillation can be accomplished.
In view of (3.22),(3.23),(3.24), it easily follows that the characteristic polynomial of F is
d e t ( \I - F ) = (A + (Ar/ea))2(A2 + 2(ea;neA + u&)2.dei(M22(<z*)A2 + P„) = 0
Thus the set of eigenvalues associated with the rigid modes is p$ — pei Upg2 where for i = 1,2
pg. = { - k / e U -CeW„e ± M > e(l - g ) 1' 2}
The solution of det(M 2 2 (qmA2 -f Ppp)) = 0 gives the set pe of purely imaginary eigenvalues
associated with the flexible modes. A good choice of closed-loop poles is the one which
retains the poles pg of F associated with 0-response unaltered and shifts the imaginary poles
pe of F associated with the flexible modes to the left in the complex plane for stabilization.
17

The signal w for stabilization is of the form,
w = —L z

(3.27)

Then the closed-loop system matrix is Fa = F —E L. The complete closed-loop system is
shown in Fig.2.
To this end a discussion on robustness of control law Uya + u„ is desirable. We note
that control law uva for joint angle tracking is insensitive to large payload variations. The
controller u a is robust to some extent, since the complete closed-loop system is asymptotically
stable. This is based on the fact that the poles of the system are continuous function of the
arm parameters. However, derivation of the range of parameters for stability is an interesting
but a complex problem.

3 .4

S im u la tio n R e su lts

We present here the results of digital simulation for various initial conditions and parameters.
The appendix lists the physical parameters of the flexible arm. It is assumed that the arm
is initially a t rest. A nominal spherical payload of mass m p = 4kg and moment of inertia
Jp = lk g m 2 is assumed to be attached to the end effector. The mode shapes f a , are assumed
to be those of a clamped-free beam.
For tracking a representative command reference trajectory is generated using a third
order filter;
9c + (2 C<M»c + K ) 9 C + 2(C<Mic^c + ^nc)9c + U>l^c9c — ^nc^*
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such that its poles are at —Ac and {—£cu;„c ± jw nc(l —Cc2)1^2}- The parameters chosen are
Ac = 2,£c = .707,u>nc = Ac/Cc and 6 * is the terminal joint angle. Thus the poles of the
command generator are at - 2 , - 2 ± j 2.828. the value of e\ in (3.16) is set to 0.3. It is
assumed th at

0(0) = 0C(O) = (0, O f , 0(0) = 0C(O) = 0,0* = (100°, 5 0 ° f
Thus it is desired to track the command trajectory using control uva beginning at 0(0) and
terminating at 0*. It is assumed that the elastic deflection is adequately represented by the
first two modes i.e, n = 2, in (2.1).
Although, in the control law uva, k satisfying (3.13) is used, it is appropriate to select the
gain k by examining the simulated transient responses since theorem 1 gives only a sufficient
condition for stability.The

value of k thus selected is k = 10, and the feedback parameters

are £e = .707, ujm = 3.5.W ith this choice of control law uuo,the set of poles p(F) of F is

p(F) = pe U pe

(3.28)

p6 = -35., -3 5 ., -2 .5 ± j‘2.5, -2 .5 ± j'2.5

(3.29)

where

pe = ±y36., rfcj 37., ±j'106., ±7*230
The feedback m atrix L of the stabilizer was chosen such that the set of closed-loop poles
p(Fd) of the m atrix F j is,
p(Fd) = pe U pcj

(3.30)

where pej = —.5 + re, re E pe. It is noted that the set of eigenvalues of pe is retained
in the closed-loop system and the imaginary roots of pe axe simply moved to the left
by half unit in the complex plane. For compactness, we denote the largest joint angu
lar velocity by 0 m (deg/sec), the largest joint angle tracking error by 0 m={ 0 \m, 0 2 m)T de
grees,the maximum magnitude of control by um =

u2m)r Nm, the elastic deflection by,

(dei, de2 ) = dei(L i,t), de2 ^Li, t) and the maximum value of elastic deflection at the tips of
the links by, d ^ = (delm,de2m).

3.4.1

T rajectory C ontrol : Stabilizer loop open

In order to observe the behavior of the closed loop system (2.4),(3.3),(3.17) to the control
input uva, the system was simulated without the stabilizer. Selected response plots are shown
in Fig 3. As expected, for this nominal case, the tracking error 0(t) was identically zero.
The response time of 0 was nearly 3 seconds. The manuever of the arm resulted in the
excitation of the elastic modes and figure shows persistent periodic oscillations of the elastic
modes. The maximum values were: 0m = (83.5,42.5) deg/sec, dem = (.057, .029) meter and,
um = (227,86.5)ATm.

3.4.2

T rajectory Control : Stabilizer loop closed

Nom inal Load
The complete closed-loop system (2.4),(3.3),(3.17) and(3.18) including the stabilizer (3.27)
was simulated with a nominal payload with zero initial conditions of joint angles. The
selected responses are shown in fig 4. Notice that the switching logic closes the stabilizer
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loop in about 5 seconds when the trajectory enters the vicinity of terminal value. The instant
of switching of the stabilizer was selected by examining the ^-responses in case (3.4.1). The
tracking error 0 is identically zero before the closing of the stabilizer in the feedback loop.
However a small transient in the 6 - response is caused when the stabilizer was included in
the loop, but the tracking error is quite small. It is seen that the system settles to steady
state within 2.5 seconds after the stabilizer loop was closed. The maximum values were:
0m = (83.5,42) deg/sec, um = (225,86) Nm, 0m = (1.35, .22) deg and dem = (.057, .026)
meter.

Initial tracking error
Simulation was carried out with a nonzero initial condition of 0(0) = (10°, 5°)T giving an
initial tracking error of 0(0) = (10°, S0)7 . The control parameters, and command trajectory
of the nominal case were retained. As expected, larger control torque is required due to
nonzero initial tracking error and also larger elastic deflection is caused (see Fig.5). The
maximum values were: 0m = (88.5,42.6) deg/sec, um = (600,230) Nm, 0m = (8.8,4.3) deg,
and dem = (.125, .075) meter.

Lower Payload
The simulation was carried out with a perturbed payload of mass mp = 2kg and Jp — .bkgm2
which is 50 % lower them the nominal payload. However, the controller which was designed
for the nominal parameters was retained. Fig 6, shows the insignificant effect of change of
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payload on responses. The elastic deflection is smaller than that of the nominal case. The
control torque is also less compared to the nominal case due to the reduced payload. The
maximum values were: 0m = (83.5,41) deg/sec, um = (217,52) Nm, 0m — (0.48, .68) deg
and dem = (.052, .013) meter.

Higher payload
The payload mass m p was increased to 6 kg and Jp was increased to 1.5kgm 2 giving an increase
of 50% in nominal payload mass and inertia. However, the controller designed for the nominal
payload was used in simulation. Accurate trajectory tracking and rapid stabilization of
elastic modes were observed (see Fig.7). However, larger torque is required. This is expected
since the payload has increased. The maximum values were: 0m = (84.5,43.5) deg/sec,
um = (260,120) Nm, 0m = (0.25, .56) deg and dem — (.058, .036) meter.

Insensitivity o f stabilizer to 9*
In order to examine the sensitivity of the stabilizer gain matrix L , control of arm to different
terminal joint angles 0* = (140°, 70°)T and 9* = (80°, 40°), were tried. However the stabilizer
designed for 0* = (100°, 50*) with the nominal payload was retained in simulation. Smooth
0-responses and elastic mode stabilization were obtained. These results showed that the
stabilizer is robust to perturbation in 0* and, therefore the, same stabilizer gain matrix L
can be used for controlling the arm in a neighbourhood of a nominal terminal 0*. The
maximum values were: 0m = (116,58.5) deg/sec, um = (230,120) Nm, 0m = (.55, .95)
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deg and dem = (—.053, .02) meter for the terminal command of 9* = (140,70) deg., and
0m = (66,34) deg/sec, um = (225,75) Nm, 9m = (.18, .7) deg and dem = (.057, .024) meter,
for the terminal command of 9* — (80,40) deg.

3.5

C on clu sion

A design approach for the control of a flexible robotic arm based on VSS theory and pole
assignment technique for stabilization was presented. The joint-angle controller was designed
based on VSS theory to obtain independent control of joint angles. An integral feedback
of tracking error was used in the VSC law to obtain improved performance. A stabilizer
was designed to damp the elastic vibration caused due to the movement of the arm. In
the closed-loop system, the system trajectory evolves in two phases. In the first phase,
joint angles are controlled along prescribed path and in the second phase a switching logic
closes the stabilizer when the joint angle tracking error reaches the vicinity of the terminal
state. The closed-loop system is robust to uncertainty in the payload. Simulation results
showed th at the closed-loop system can achieve accurate trajectory tracking and elastic mode
stabilization.
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C h ap ter 4
U ltim a te B o u n d ed n ess C ontrol
4.1

In tro d u ctio n

In this chapter we present a design approach for the control of robotic systems with two elastic
links based on the theory of ultimate boundedness and stabilization using the pole assignment
technique. A nonlinear continuous control law is derived such that in the closed-loop system
the joint angle tracking error is uniformly ultimately bounded [23-25]. Furthermore, joint
angle trajectory error dynamics are asymptotically decoupled in an appropriate sense. The
joint angle controller includes a reference trajectory generator and integral tracking error
feedback. The additional integral feedback gives improved performance as seen in [25].
Although, the UBC accomplishes joint angle control, it excites the elastic modes of the
links. Exploiting the asymptotic linear behavior of the closed-loop system, a stabilizer is
designed using pole assignment technique for regulating the trajectory to the terminal state.
In the closed-loop system, the trajectory control is achieved in two phases. In the first phase,
only the nonlinear joint angle controller is used. As the joint angle variables enter a specified
neighborhood of the terminal state, a switching logic closes the stabilizer-loop, and thus
24

in the second phase, the trajectory is controlled by the combined action of the joint angle
controller and the stabilizer.
For the synthesis of the control law, it is assumed that all the state variables are available
for feedback. In a practical situation one has to obtain the estimate of states using an observer
and sensors (strain gages, optical devices and accelerometers, etc.,). One can use strain gages
to obtain the elastic modes as in [10] and filters can be used to get an estimate of modal
velocity.

4.2

J o in t A n g le C on trol D esig n

For the design of a joint angle controller, it is assumed that the parameters of the arm are
not precisely known. In view of (2.5), let
~0{t) = -D i(q )h* (q ,q )-O c(t) + [Dl1 (q) + A D i 1 ( q )] u -D l(q )A h (q ,q )-& D 1 (q)hm{q,q) (4.1)
where D \ , h mand

denote the known functions and A D X, Ah, and A D n are the uncertain

matrices such that D\ = D\ + A D i, h = h* + Ah, and D n = D u + A D u .
We choose a control law of the form

«« = D h ' H q W i W f a q * ) + 0 c(t) -

- K xe - K 0Z, + ur]

(4.2)

= / ( * . * . » 0 + ^ U -1 ( « ) « r

where K j = d i a g ( j = 0,1,2, i = 1,2, are constant feedback gains, ur is an additional
control signal to be determined later for robustness, and z 3 — (zsX, za2)T € IV, a bounded,
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open set in R 2, satisfies
z. =

(4.3)

0

In the closed-loop system (2.4) and (4.2) when A D \ = 0, A D u = 0 and A h = 0, one has

0

+ K 29 4* K x§ + Kqzs —0

(4.4)

and decoupled responses for 9i(t) are obtained. However, in the presence of uncertainty addi
tional coupling terms appear in (4.4). Now a control signal uT will be derived to compensate
for the uncertainty such that (9, 9) trajectory is uniformly ultimately bounded.
Let ^ = (z‘[ ,z%)T, zi = (0i,9i, zai)T, i = 1,2 and z £ M 0 for all (x ,z a) £ X x N. Then
the differential equation for z can be written as
(4.5)

i = E z + Fw
where E =diag(i?i), F =diag(Fi), i = 1,2 ; F, = [0,1,0]T, w = -D l(q)Ah{q,q)
~

(q)h(q,q) + A D u (q)[f(x,za,t) + (jDnC?))-1^ ] + «r and
Ei

0
1
—kn —k{2
1
0

0
kio
0

The matrices K a are chosen such that E is a Hurwitz matrix. Thus given any positive definite
symmetric matrix Q =diag(Qn), i = 1,2, (denoted as Q > 0 ) there exists a unique solution
R > 0(R = diag(Rn),i = 1,2) of the Lyapunov equation
E TR + R E = - Q
Define v =

( v i , v 2)t

= F TR z , and u; = F?RnZi,i = 1 ,2 .
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(4.6)

To this end, it is esential to obtain certain bounds on uncertain functions.

Define

a ( x ,z a,t) = -D \{q )A h(q,q) - AD x(q)h(q,q) + AD n (q )f(x ,z a,t)
Assumption

1

: There exist functions

7

i — 1 , 2 , and constants

70

and /?2o such that

for (x , t ) £ M , za £ N ,

||

A D n (q)D*n - 1 (q) ||<

71

(?) < 7o < 1

(4.7)

|| a (x ,z a,t) ||< p i( x ,z a,t) < P2 0

|| (F t R F ) - 1F t R E z
7

+ a ( x ,z a,t) ||< Px(x ,z a,t)

2( x , t ) = sup[pi(x,za, t ) ,p 2 (x ,z a, t),(a:,t ) £ M , z a £ N]

Now we consider a class of control laws of the form
uT = - K ( x , z a,t)v/(\\ v || +5)
where the gain K ( x , z a,t) isto be determined later and

8

(4.8)

is a small positive number. Let

e > 0 be a given positive number. Define ellipsoids as

Z(r) = {z £ R? : zTP z < r > 0}
Now let
r* = m in{r : Z (r ) D B(j})}

(4.9)

where (Am((J) denotes the minimum eigenvalue of Q)

t, = [2p208{28 + e - 2(8 2 + e£)1/2}/(eAm(<?))]1/2
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(4.10)

B M = { z e g >:\\z ||< ,}
Thus Z(r*) is the smallest ellipsoid which contains the ball B(tj) and r* = Xm(P)v2, where
^m(P) is the largest eigenvalue of P. Consider also ellipsoids Z (rx) with rx > r* and Z{tq)
with r 0 = z$ R z0, z 0 = z(t0).
Now suppose that K ( x , z , t ) is selected such that
K ( x ,z ,t) > i 2 (x,z,t)(e + S ) / { e ( l - 'y i ( x , t ) ) }

(4.11)

Then the following result can be stated.
Theorem : Consider system (2.1), (4.2), (4.3), (4.8), and (4.11) with control law u = uu.
Suppose that in the closed-loop system, the trajectory x(t) beginning at (xo, to) € M remains
in X and z 3 £ N for all t > t0, and Z(r0) C M o. Then the trajectory of the closed-loop
system enters the set Cl = Z (ri)n 5 '(e i) for any rx > r* and ex > e,where
S(ex) = { z £ R ?

:|| F t R z ||< ex}

in a finite time (which depends on zo) and remains in it thereafter.
Proof : For showing ultimate boundedness of trajectory in the set Z (rx) one chooses
a Lyapunov function W (z) = zTRz, and shows that W < 0 if z £ B(rj). Furthermore,
uniform attractivity of S(ex) is proved by showing that H(v) < 0 for || v ||> e where
H(v) = vT(F TR F )~ 1 v. Since the proof can be completed following the arguments of [2425], the details are not given here.
According to the theorem, the motion of the closed-loop system is uniformly ultimately
bounded, th at is, the trajectory error 0 is such that z(t) £ Z (rx), the set of ultimate bound
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edness, after a finite interval of time. In fact z(t) is confined in the neighborhood of the
hyperplane v = 0 after a finite time. The size of the set of ultimate boundedness can be
reduced by taking smaller value of S, since in view of (4.10), tj —►0 as
for extremely small values of

8

8

—> 0. However,

, the digital implementation of the control law may lead to

control chattering. On the other hand, large values of

8

may cause unacceptable tracking

error. Therefore, a compromise must be made in the choice of 8 . In the closed-loop system
the joint angle tracking error is uniformly ultimately bounded.
However, the maneuver of the arm excites the elastic modes of the links and it becomes
necessary to damp the elastic oscillation.

4.3

S ta b ilizer D esig n

We shall assume in the following th at the reference trajectory 0c(t) is such that 0C(O —> 0*,
a desired terminal value, 0c(t) —* 0, 0c{t) —►0, as t —*• oo. In the closed-loop system
with control itu, the trajectory (0 , 0 ) is uniformly ultimately bounded, and tends to a small
neighborhood of (0 = 0,0 = 0). We note that the closed-loop system gets asymptotically
linearized, since nonlinearity in arm dynamics is essentially due to the joint angle variables.
Thus the design of stabilizer, using linear control theory is appropriate.
In order to stabilize the elastic modes, an additional signal is superimposed on the control
law uu at tB ; where t a is the instant where the trajectory (0,0) enters a small neighborhood
of (0*,O). Let the complete control signal be it = uu + u a. The stabilizing signal ua is derived
based on a linearized model of the arm about the terminal state. However, in order to design

the stabilizer, it is assumed in the following that there is no uncertainty in the system.
Let the equilibrium point of the system be q* = (0*T,P*T) where p* is the solution of
dP(q*)/dp = 0

(4.12)

For simplicity, we select Qu = Is X 3 (a 3 x 3 identity matrix). Let Ru = (rjk), j, k = 1,2,3
and i = 1,2 Then it is easily seen that
Vi = rx2 0i + r 220,- + r23zsit i = 1>2

(4-13)

We shall choose the stabilizing signal as ua = Dxl~1 (q)wa. For the design of stabilizer,
we set the gain in (4.8) as K*, a constant, for t > ta, the switching instant, where K* >
K ( x ( ta),za(ta),ta). Then for the nominal system, it follows from (4.1), (4.2), and (4.8) that
I = ~I<29 - K x§ - K 0 za - K mv /(|| v || + 8 ) + wa

(4.14)

Let Ad = (0 — 0*) and Ap = p — p*. Linearizing (4.14) and noting that 0 « A0 for large t,
one has
A 0 = —K 2 A9 — K iA d — Kqz„ - K*v / 8 + wa
= ( — j " r 22^ ~

K 2)A9 +

(—

r i2-f — K x)A0 +

(—

(4-15)

~ Ko)zs + Ws

= K 2 aA 6 + K XaA0 + Koaz„ + wa
Assuming that 0 is small and neglecting the second order terms, one obtains from (2.3)
the following equation describing the flexible modes
M21(g*)A0" + M 2 2 (q*)Ap + Pgp(q*)A0 + PVP{q*)Ap = 0
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(4.16)

where
[P6 p,P qp] = d 2 P /d q d p = [d2 P/dOdp,d 2 P/dpdp], Using (4.15) in (4.16), gives
Ap = - M £ ( q - ) P pp(q»)Ap - M £ ( q ') ( M 2 1 (q*)A9 + Pgp(q-)A9)

(4.17)

Define x a = [A9T,A 9 ,A p T,A p T,z f] T 6 i?2(n°+1). Collecting (4.3),(4.15), and (4.17) gives
So = FaXa + EaW„

(4.18)

0 2x2n

02x2n

o
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where
hx2

K \a l2 x 2

K 2al2 x 2

02x2n

02x2n

K o al2 x 2

02nx2

02nx2

02nx2n

J-2nx2n

02nx2

FP

02nx2n

F0

02x2n

02x2n

02x2

Fa =

Fx

f

hx2

2

02x2

Ea =

X
to

02x2

0 2x2
hx2
0 2nx 2

- M £ ( q * ) M 2 l (q')
0 2x 2

Fi =

—M 2 2 {q*)M2 i(q*)Kia,i = 0,1,2

Fi

=

F i — M 2 2 (q * )P o p {q * )

FP

=

-M f^ ^ P p p

In this study, stabilizer is designed using pole assignment technique. For this purpose, a
proper selection of poles of the closed-loop system is desirable. It is pointed out that once
the stabilizing signal ua is superimposed on uu, the joint angle tracking ability of the control
law uu is affected. However, the stabilizing signal u„ is necessary for damping the elastic

oscillation. Apparently, the signal u a should be of small magnitude so that the tracking
ability of uu is not adversely affected, at the same time, it should be of sufficient magnitude
so that rapid damping of elastic oscillation can be accomplished.
In view of (4.15), (4.17), it easily follows that the characteristic polynomial of Fa is
det(XI - Fa) = det(XzI 2 x 2 + I<2aA2 + I<laA + I<oa).det(M 2 2 (qm)A2 + Ppp) = 0
Thus the set of eigenvalues associated with the rigid modes is pe which is obtained by solving
det(X3 I 2 x 2 -f K 2 aX2 + K iaX + Koa) = 0.
The solution of det(M 2 2 (q*X2 + Fpp)) = 0 gives the set pe of purely imaginary eigenvalues
associated with the flexible modes. A good choice of closed-loop poles is the one which retains
the poles pe of Fa associated with 0-response unaltered and shifts the imaginary poles pe of
Fa associated with the flexible modes to the left in the complex plane for stabilization. The
signal w3 for stabilization is of the form,
ws = —L xa

(4-19)

Then the closed-loop system matrix is Fa = Fa — EaL. The complete closed-loop system is
shown in Fig.2.
To this end a discussion on robustness of control law

+ u8 is desirable. We note that

control law itu for joint angle tracking is insensitive to large payload variations. The controller
u„ is robust to some extent, since the complete closed-loop system is asymptotically stable.
This is based on the fact th at the poles of the system are continuous function of the arm
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parameters. However, derivation of the range of parameters for stability is an interesting
but a complex problem.

4 .4

S im u la tio n R e su lts

We present here the results of digital simulation for various initial conditions and parameters.
The appendix lists the physical parameters of the flexible arm. It is assumed that the arm
is initially at rest. A nominal spherical payload of mass m p = 4kg and moment of inertia
J p = \kg m 2 is assumed to be attached to the end effector. The mode shapes <f>ij, are assumed
to be those of a clamped-free beam.
For tracking a representative command reference trajectory is generated using a third
order filter;

0c

+

(2Cc^nc + XC) 6C+ 2(£cu>ncAc - f

w 2c) 0c +

u)2\ c0c = u%c0*

such th at its poles are at —Ac and {—Cc^nc ± jwnc(l —Cc2)1^2}* The parameters chosen axe
Ac = 2,(c = .707,u;nc = Ac/Cc and 0* is the terminal joint angle. Thus the poles of the
command generator are at - 2 , - 2 ± j 2.828. the value of S in (4.14) is set to 0.5. It is
assumed th at

0(0) = 0C(O) = (0, O f , 0(0) = 0C(O) = 0,0* = (100°, 5 0 ° f
Thus it is desired to track the command trajectory beginning at 0(0) and terminating at 0*.
It is assumed that the elastic deflection is adequately represented by the first two modes i.e,
n = 2, in (2.1).
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Although, in the control law uu, K satisfying (4.11) is used, it is appropriate to select the
gain K by examining the simulated transient responses since Theorem 1 gives only a sufficient
condition for uniform ultimate boundedness. The value of K thus selected is K = K* = 20.
The feedback gains k{j were set to fc,o = 700., kn = 200. and k{2 = 21, i = 1,2. With this
choice of control law uu, the set of poles p(Fa) of Fa is

p(Fa) = pgUpe

(4.20)

pg = {-6.95, -6.95, -7.04 ± >7.05, -7.04 ± >7.05}

(4.21)

where

pe = {±>36.58, ±>37.2, ±>106.4, ±>230.}

The feedback matrix L of the stabilizer was chosen such that the set of closed-loop poles
p(Fd) of the m atrix Fd is,
p ( F d ) = pg U Pef

(4.22)

where pef = —l . + re, re € pe. It is noted that the set of eigenvalues of pg is retained
in the closed-loop system and the imaginary roots of pe axe simply moved to the left
by half unit in the complex plane. For compactness, we denote the largest joint angu
lar velocity by 0 m (deg/sec), the largest joint angle tracking error by 9 m={0 \mi^ 2 m)T de
grees,the maximum magnitude of control by u m = (itim, « 2 m)r Nm, the elasticdeflection by,
(del,d e2) = 6 i(L i,t), 8 2 (1 *2 , t) and the maximum value of elastic deflection at the tips of the
kuks by, dem — (deim,de2 m)'
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4.4.1

Trajectory Control : Stabilizer loop open

In order to observe the behavior of the nominal closed loop system (2.4),(4.2),(4.3) with the
nominal control input uu, the system was simulated without the stabilizer. Selected response
plots are shown in Fig. 9. As expected, for this nominal case, the tracking error 0(t) was
identically zero. The response time of 6 was nearly 2.5 seconds. The manuever of the arm
resulted in the excitation of the elastic modes and figure shows persistent periodic oscillations
of the elastic modes. The maximum values were: 9m = (83., 42.) deg/sec, dem = (.052, .026)
meter and, um = (232,88.2)N m .

4.4.2

Trajectory Control : Stabilizer loop closed

N om inal load
The complete closed-loop system (2.4),(4.2),(4.3), and(4.I9) including the stabilizer was
simulated with a nominal payload. The selected responses are shown in Fig. 10. Notice that
the switching logic closes the stabilizer loop in about 3 seconds when the trajectory enters
the vicinity of terminal value. The instant of switching of the stabilizer was selected by
examining the ^-responses in case of nominal open loop. The tracking error 9 is identically
zero before the closing of the stabilizer in the feedback loop. However a small transient
in the 9- response is caused when the stabilizer was included in the loop, but the tracking
error is quite small. It is seen th at the system settles to steady state within 3.5 seconds
after the stabilizer loop was closed. The maximum values were: 9m = (82.2,41.3) deg/sec,
um = (235,87) Nm, 9m = (.35,1.85) deg and dem = (.0535, .0265) meter.
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In itia l tra c k in g e rro r
Simulation was carried out with a nonzero initial condition of 0(0) = (15°, 5°)r giving an ini
tial tracking error of 0(0) = (15°, 5°)^. However, the control parameters, and command tra
jectory of the nominal case were retained. As expected, larger control torque is required due
to nonzero initial tracking error and also larger elastic deflection is caused (Fig. 11) The max
imum values were: 0m = (88.3,182.6) deg/sec, um = (1500,730) Nm, 6m = (15., 16.2)deg,
and dem = (.325, .215) meter.

Lower Payload
The simulation was carried out with a perturbed payload of mass m p = 2kg and Jp = .bkgm2
which is 50 % lower than the nominal payload. However, the zero initial conditions and the
controller designed for the nominal parameters were retained. Fig. 12 shows the insignificant
effect of change of payload on responses. The elastic deflection is smaller than that of the
nominal case. The control torque is also less compared to the nominal case due to the
reduced payload. The maximum values were : 0m = (84.5,40.4) deg/sec, um = (187,47)
Nm, 0m = (0.26, .78) deg and dem = (.0475, .0132) meter.

Higher payload
The payload mass mp was increased to 6kg and Jp was increased to 1.5kgm2 giving an
increase of 50% in nominal payload mass and inertia. However, the controller designed for
the nominal payload and zero initial conditions of nominal load case were used in simulation.
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Accurate trajectory tracking and rapid stabilization of elastic modes were observed, Fig. 13.
However, larger torque compared to that of nominal load is required. This is expected
since the payload has increased. The maximum values were: 9m = (84.25,42.5) deg/sec,
um = (255,122) Nm, 9m = (0.46, .95) deg and dem = (.0574, .0365) meter.

In se n sitiv ity o f sta b iliz e r to 9*
In order to examine the sensitivity of the stabilizer gain matrix L, control of arm to different
terminal joint angles 9* = (120°,40o)r ), were tried. However the stabilizer designed for
9* = (100°, 50°) with the nominal payload was retained in simulation. Smooth ^-responses
and elastic mode stabilization were obtained (see Fig 14). These results showed that the
stabilizer is robust to perturbation in 9* and, therefore the, same stabilizer gain matrix L
can be used for controlling the arm in a neighbourhood of a nominal terminal 9*. The
maximum values were: 9m = (100., 33.5) deg/sec, um = (230,120) Nm, 9m = (.53,2.35) deg
and d„n = (.0525, .029) meter for the terminal command of 9* = (120,40) deg.

4 .5

C on clu sion

A design approach for the control of a flexible robotic arm based on the theory of Ultimate
boundedness and pole assignment technique for stabilization was presented. The UBC was
designed for the control of joint angles. An integral feedback of tracking error was used in
the UBC to obtain improved performance. A stabilizer was designed to damp the elastic
vibration caused by the movement of the arm. In the closed-loop system, the system tra
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jectory evolves in two phases. In the first phase, joint angles are controlled along prescribed
paths and in the second phase a switching logic closes the stabilizer when the joint angle
tracking error reaches the vicinity of the terminal state. The closed-loop system is robust
to uncertainty in the payload. Simulation results showed that the closed-loop system can
achieve accurate trajectory tracking and elastic mode stabilization.
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C h ap ter 5
Im p lem e n ta tio n o f V ariable
S tru ctu re C on trol Law
5.1

In tro d u ctio n

We consider control of an elastic robotic arm via a Digital Signal Processor(DSP). The control
law based on Variable Structure System theory is designed so as to accomplish asymptotic
joint angle trajectory tracking of single link manipulator. The DSP used in this research is
TMS320C25 from Texas Instruments which has superior performance over its competitors
in terms of its high-speed execution capability. This is one of the main requirements of
implementation of real-time digital controls. The experimental set up consists of a Direct
Current (DC) motor of Permanent Magnetic field with a Tacho Generator, a Power Amplifier
to drive the motor and a feedback potentiometer mounted on the front end of the shaft. A
manipulator arm of one inch width and one meter length is attached to the shaft of the
motor. The motor is mounted on a rigid frame and interfaced to the DSP via a suitable
signal conditioner. The DSP itself is housed in the IBM Personal Computer for inputting
data and command which is being supported by the CHIMERA development system of
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Atlanta Signal Processors, Inc.
Introduction of microprocessors and, more recently, signal processors has radically altered
the field of high performance servo control over the past decade. The advent of digital
techniques has presented the designer with tremendous flexibility in control algorithm design.
However, this migration from analog to digital has several problems associated with it. In
particular, the design of the digital control algorithm must take account of the sampled data
nature of the system. Problem due to the delays introduced by the sampling period, and the
computation time must be carefully considered in the design of feedback parameters. The
quantization noise due to the digital nature of the position information must also be carefully
analyzed and its effects minimized. The TMS320C25 DSP has a 16 x 16 multiplier, scaling
shifter and stack whose functions are of hardware in nature, thus the speed of operation
is much higher than conventional microprocessors. Further, the device employs a dual
bus Harvard architecture with single-cycle execution of most instructions. This hardware
intensive approach provides computing power previously unavailable on a single chip. It has
on chip RAM and ROM and can address a total of 64K words of data memory .

5.2

T h e E x p erim en t

Here we consider control of a robotic arm with one link. The schematic diagram of the digital
control scheme is shown in figure 14. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 15. The
DC servo motor produces the torque necessary to control the joint angle of the robot arm.
The potentiometer and the tachometer out puts are taken as position and velocity feedbacks
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and applied to DSP through a 16 bit analog-to-digital converters. The sampling period is
programmed to 2000 samples per second.
It is assumed that the arm is initially at rest. For tracking a representative command, a
reference trajectory is generated using a second-order system described by
0c(s)
0*(s)

_____
s2 + 2(cUcS + W2

(5.1)

or equivalently in time domain,
9C+ 2(cu)c0c + u%9c =

where £c = 0.707, wc = 1, and 0* is the desired terminal joint angle. The second-order
system can be expressed in z transform as
9c(z) _ y ( f ) _
& i + hz~2
0m(z)
x ( z ) 1 — a\Z~x + a2z ~ 2

/g 2 v

taking inverse z transform we obtain the difference equation of the trajectory
y(nT) = &ix[(n - 1)T] + b2x[{n - 2)T] + axj/[(n - 1)T]
- a 2y[{n - 2)T]
both y(nT ) and x(nT ) are zero for n < 0, for n > 2 the above equation becomes
y{nT) = b0x nT + a\y[{n - 1)T] - a2y[(n - 2)T]

(5.3)

where x{nT) is the unit step and the coefficients a x, a2 and bo are suitably selected for
smooth response. The typical values of ax, a2 and bo are 1, 0.005 and 0.005, respectively for
typical response time of 2 seconds. Here the trajectory command is y(nT), the derivative of
trajectory is [y(nT) — y(n — 1)T ]/T and sampling period is T.
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The difference equation of hyper surface as given by (3.2) is
S(nT ) = 2{eu>e[9(nT) - 0c(nT )] + [0(nT) - 9c(n T )] + w2r a(nT)

(5.4)

which can be written as
S(n) = kpep(n) + kdev(n) + fc,r(ra)

(5.5)

ep(n) = y(n) - f p{n)

(5.6)

ev(n) = (y(n) - y(n - 1)) - f v(n)

(5.7)

r(n) = b'(ep(n) + ep(n - 1)) + a'r(n - 1)

(5.8)

where

In the above expressions; f p and f v are the position and velocity feedbacks; the coefficients
kp, kd and fc,- are the proportional, derivative and integral constants, taken to be kp = 2£eu;e,
kd = 1 and ki = w2 where we = A/£e. The typical value of A = 0.5 and ( = 0.707 for
a stable response. For critical response we choose A = 0.707 such that the poles are at
—0.707 db .7*0.707, ep(n) and e„(n) are the position and velocity errors;

the b\ aare the

coefficients ofthe trapezoidal integrator of the integral feedback where a = 1and b' — T /2

The signal S is then applied to the s^n{5} function to check for the sign. After compar
ison, a value, either —K or a + K is given as a control output to the input of the amplifier
to actuate the robotic arm.
The position feedback is taken from the potentiometer at the end of the shaft, and the
tachometer provides the velocity signal. Each of these signals are applied to the separate
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channel of the A/D converter in the CHIMERA system. Due to high-frequency noise in the
signal it was necessary to introduce a lowpass filter.
Several different joint angle commands were given and the tracking ability were checked
in both the clockwise and counterclockwise directions. Figure 16 shows the actual joint angle
response of 0 = 46 deg. It is to be noted that there is a vibrating motion after the joint
angle has reached the terminal position. This is because of the inherent nature of the variable
structure control. Once the arm reaches the terminal angle there will be a chatter which
is entirely a control aspect. This chattering could be reduced by an approximate function
which is given by a saturation function (3.16).
Though the sampling period could be decreased to quantize the analog signal for a better
curvefitting, it has been kept long enough with a view to expand the system for more inputs
and outputs in future which would require the sampling period to be decreased.

5.3

C on clu sion

A control system based on the theory of variable structure control was designed and im
plemented using TMS320C25 processor to control joint angle of a single link robot. Imple
mentation using DSP was of great advantage because of the speed and special instruction
set which has been fully exploited in this research work. It has been observed that the
closed-loop system can achieve accurate trajectory tracking.
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C h ap ter 6
Sum m ary
Two nonlinear control schemes were presented in this thesis to control and stabilize two link
flexible robot. First we developed the model for this flexible links, taking into account all nonlinearities like gravitational effect, frictional and coriolis forces coupled with flexible and rigid
modes. Then the control schemes were developed such that in the closed-loop, the system
asymptotically followed the representative trajcetory command while accomplishing uniform
sliding motion in the variable structure control and the error states were uniformly bounded
in the ultimate boundedness control scheme. The vibrating motions were suppressed by a
stabilizer designed on the basis of linearized model of the robotic arm. This was switched
on to give additional control for stabilizing the elastic modes when the trajectory reached
the neighborhood of terminal command.
Extensive simulations were carried out and the results showed that the controllers were
robust to large payload uncertainty and thus it proved these schemes to be a certain candidate
for direct implementation.
An implementation of variable structure control was carried out on a single link flexible
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robot, using digital signal processor. The responses were very close to the simulation results.
However for stabilization of flexible modes one has to sense the the vibrating states and end
point acceleration and feed them back through the stabilizer. This could be taken for future
work as a continuation to this thesis, for a two link flexible robot.
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A p p e n d ix A
R o b o t P a ra m eters
=

m i,m 2
E I1 ,E I2
L l,L 2

=

T T lj

—

mp
Jp
JO
J01

=

=

=
=

=

5 kg
1000 N m ~2
1m
1.0 kg
4 kg
1 kgm 2
1.0 kgm 2
0.8 kgm 2

(mass of linkl and link2)
(stiffness of linkl and link2)
(length of linkl and link2)
(joint mass at joint2)
(nominal payload)
(inertia of payload)
(inertia of mass at joint 1)
(inertia of mass at joint2)
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